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Schedule
Day: Sunday
Date: 25th January 2009
Time: all day affair, start 10am
Location: Changi Sailing Club
Cost: S$ 75/person

Contact: Alice 9663 1425
         Scott 9367 2836
         info@prosail-asia.com

MONSOON
january 2009

MONSOON MADNESS BY MACCA...
This is a rare opportunity and one not too miss. Macca (the chap on the helm above and the one standing 
below) will be with us to conduct The Years Best Cat Clinic. Miss this and you miss a lot!!!

This will be a professionally run Clinic and we 
need to cover Macca for his time and effort. 
Here’s what you can expect,

Introduction About Macca, his vast 
experience and aims for the sessions.

Boat setup (on the beach) Kite halyard (single 
line or separate – pros and cons) Mainsheet 
(amount of purchase,how to run to minimize 
friction) Mast rotation (settings and systems to 
make it easy system for mark roundings 
Control lines (routing for ease of use, also 
purchase etc) Setting markers (downhaul and 
jib sheet)

Boat Preparation (on the beach) Checklist 
before regatta (Sails & boat measured, 
corrector weights fitted Foil prep (trailing 
edges, fairing to hull, rudders firm & aligned, 
pins greased) Wire checks (how old are wires, 
sizings and differences in types) Batten sets 
and weights (log the whole set and have 
spares, L, M, H top 4) 	
	 	
Gear changing (on the beach) Height or 
speed (when to and how to change quickly) 
Top mark rounding (on the beach & on the 
water exercises) Strategy for the windward leg 

(layline positioning, the queue) Rounding the 
mark (preparing for kite hoist, go high or low 
for set) Bottom gate rounding (on the beach 
and on the water exercises) Strategy for 
approach to gate (which gate is closer, which 
side is favoured) Setup for rounding (order of 
jobs, how late to drop the kite)

Start practice/strategy (on the beach and on 
the water exercises) Holding position at a 
mark (time to the line etc) How to control bow 
angle while parked (traveler / mainsheet & Jib)
Which end of the line, Positioning against the 
rest of the fleet at the start, Creating a hole 
and protecting it

Pre race strategy (on the beach and on the 
water exercises) Partnering to check the 
course (5 min on each tack) Favoured end, 
Picking a transit point and how to call the 
distance, Setup for the start (downhaul, 
rotation and jib settings).

This is thorough and there’s a LOT of info’ 
here... It will be divided into Onshore and On-
water sessions.
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You too can do 
this... after this 

Cat Clinic... 
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